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This presentation will not provide a Road Map …                    

…. It will rather be:

Scenic route :

• History of Responsible 

Nanotechnology 

• RRI Adventure Trail

• Opportunity Viewing 

Platforms

Prior Stops:

• OECD (2013): Responsible Development of Nanotechnology

• OECD (2013): Policy Environments and Governance for 

Innovation and Sustainable Growth Through Nanotechnology

• EC (2009): A Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies Research

• 2009: Responsible NanoCode

• CPD CEN/TS 16937:2016

Parallel Tracks & Road Works:

• Safe-by-Design

• EU 2014 – 2020: RRI



History & Context(1): 

The Responsible NanoCode
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• 2006 – 2008: The Responsible NanoCode

(i.e. a Code of Conduct for Responsible Nanotechnology)

– Initiated in 2006 during a nanotechnology 

stakeholder meeting, involving government (UK), 

industry, academia (science and humanities), 

NGOs (consumer, environmental), labour groups, 

financial sector representatives.

– Developed by an expert committee of all 

stakeholder groups

– To be implemented by companies (according to a 

‘comply or explain’ principle) 

• Success (!?):

– Several small companies used and referred to it 

– Large companies were worried … (about public 

claims, litigation, advertising nanotechnology …)

[http://www.nanotechia.org/activities/responsible-nano-code]



History & Context (2): 

The EC’s Code of Conduct
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• 2008: The European Commission Code of Conduct for Responsible 

Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies Research 

– Launched in 2009

– Details obligations for: 

• Researchers

• Research funding bodies

• Member States

• EU Commission 

• resistance from (Universities and Research 

Organisations in) Member States

• never been formally adopted and is still being 

discussed (from time to time)



History & Context (3): 

OECD on ‘Responsible Nanotechnology’
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• OECD (2013): Working Party on Nanotechnology (WPN): Responsible 

Development of Nanotechnology – Summary Results from a Survey Activity

– There is a common objective among [the 25 responding OECD 

WPN] delegations of achieving socio-economic benefits from the 

responsible development of nanotechnology,

• 11/25: specific national or regional policies for the responsible development 

of nanotechnology [are] in place,

• 9/25: nanotechnology is part of other responsible development policies,

• 3/25: policies for responsible development of nanotechnology are under 

development.

– Biggest challenge to policy development and implementation: the 

cross-sectoral nature of nanotechnology

[http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=dsti/stp/nano(2013)9/final&doclanguage=en] 

Definition: Responsible development of nanotechnology: actions to stimulate the growth of 

nanotechnology applications in diverse sectors of the economy, while addressing the 

potential risks and the ethical and societal challenges the technology might raise. 

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=dsti/stp/nano(2013)9/final&doclanguage=en
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Overall Findings: 

Policies for the responsible development of nanotechnology aim to:

a. support research and/or business activities, 

b. implement effective legal or regulatory frameworks, in order to ensure that safety 

standards are met, and

c. stimulate (public) debates on the place of science and technology in society by 

engaging the public on social and ethical issues.

History & Context (3): 

OECD on ‘Responsible Nanotechnology’

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=dsti/stp/nano(2013)9/final&doclanguage=en


History & Context (4): 

OECD on ‘Nanotechnology Governance’
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• OECD (2013): Working Party on Nanotechnology (WPN): Policy 

Environments and Governance for Innovation and Sustainable Growth 

through Nanotechnology

[http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/STP/NANO(2013)13/FINAL&doclanguage=en] 

Overall Findings: 

• Approaches to the 

governance of 

nanotechnology vary 

significantly (between 

countries/regions and 

sectors)

• Policy-mixes are 

increasingly 

technology-specific

Changing balance in the policy mix for business R&D and 

innovation: Technology-targeted versus generic instruments

2012

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/STP/NANO(2013)13/FINAL&doclanguage=en
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History & Context (4): 

OECD on ‘Nanotechnology Governance’

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/STP/NANO(2013)13/FINAL&doclanguage=en


Responsible Development of 

Nanotechnology in Practice
Along the innovation value chain, the concept of Responsible Development (of 

Nanotechnology) can take many different forms:

Basic Research 

& Discovery
Patent

Proof of 

Concept

Market 

Identification
Proto

-type
Scale-up, 

Pilot Plant

Approval, 

Registration
Market 

Research & Development Demonstration & Scale-Up Commercialisation & Market Uptake

Safe-by-Design: 

• May commence at the material-design stage, and

• May take its own consideration of ‘safety’ at different stages of a 

product life-cycle.

OHS & EHS:

• Good laboratory/manufacturing practice

IP:

 What can be patented?

 Who should own the IP?

 Who should license a patent?

Commercialisation:

• When and how should innovation be exploited?
End-of-life:

• Recyclability (and if yes, by whom?)

• Waste (treatment) safety

• Cradle-to-cradle:

• Resource-efficiency

Societal & Ethical Considerations (ELSI, etc.): 

• Disruption

• Resource depletion

• Transparency

• Consumer choice

• Economic growth (e.g. job security, quality of life, etc.)



OECD BNCT on 

Responsible Research and Innovation
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BNCT: Working Party Biotechnology, 

Nanotechnology and Converging Technologies

… more information here: 

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/oecd-

working-party-bio-nano-and-converging-tech-

bnct-0

… and here: 

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/proje

ct-emerging-technologies-and-brain-oecd-bnct

https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/oecd-working-party-bio-nano-and-converging-tech-bnct-0
https://www.innovationpolicyplatform.org/project-emerging-technologies-and-brain-oecd-bnct


Examples of ‘Responsible Development 

of Nanotechnology’ in this Session:
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• LICARA nanoSCAN - A tool for the self-assessment of benefits and risks of 

nanoproducts

• Determinants of Take-Off and Slow-Down of Innovation in a Situation of 

Uncertainty Regarding Environmental and Health Risks

• Supporting risk assessment of nanomaterials with quality-approved 

information - DaNa Literature Criteria Checklist

• Safer-by-Design and Financing? An Exploratory Approach of Private 

Financing of Nanotechnological Start-Ups
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